Editorial

This guide primarily focuses on documentary films, but many of the principles can be applied to
whichever style of film you choose. Be it a drama with actors, a pop promo featuring an artist or a band,
a commercial promoting a product, or an industrial film featuring a particular company, charity or
philosophy.
There are four things you need to think about when it comes to putting your idea together: subject,
characters, structure and, very importantly, compliance - making sure that your film is legal for general
usage, particularly broadcast on television and on the internet.

Subject
What’s your film about? How do you decide? There are no manuals on this one. The best advice is that
films are compelling when the filmmaker is passionate about the subject. Choose a subject that you
really care about.
If possible have an original and exciting perspective, and interesting characters in your film. Often the
best films deliver an emotional shock and show this through action, not just an interviewee talking
about it. Try and think about what you can show in your film; behaviour, action and interaction are very
effective and involve the audience in the narrative. This is because they invoke our emotions, thoughts,
feelings and judgments.
As a general rule it is best to avoid:
■
Worlds you have little experience of and cannot gain access to
■
Preaching or moral instruction of any kind
■
Films about problems you already have the answer to – as your audience may do too.

A good way to get a feel for what works and what does not is to watch lots of films in the style that you
want to make your film. Thinking about what you have seen on television or at the movies can help you
decide what ideas do and do not work. Also try and watch films made by and for young people. It is also
a good idea to read a variety of newspapers, visit art exhibitions and listen to music. This can provide
inspiration for both the content and the visual look and feel of your film, while informing you of a
subject matter that is topical and relevant to different audiences.

Characters
Finding and choosing your central character(s) is crucial. Ask yourself: will these characters hold the
audience’s attention? Will the audience care what happens to them? If the answer is only maybe, then
they are perhaps not your central character. Characters do not need to be ‘nice’ but they do need to be
compelling and interesting to keep your audience watching.

Structure
For documentaries, you will need to write a treatment and/or a proposal. A treatment is a short story
narrative in the present tense that describes your film sequence by sequence so the reader can actually
visualise what will be seen and heard on the screen. Where possible include information about your
characters and try and use their own words. Do include any conflict you imagine, emotions and how the
character(s) may develop. You are trying to bring your film to life for the reader and make it exciting.
The proposal presents the film as a list of information. For example: the title of the film; its length; the
subject matter; the audience; and why this film needs to be made. Describe in the proposal whether you
will be using formal narration, direct dialogue or voiceover to tell the story.
After your proposal and treatment has been completed you will then need to produce a shooting script.
This includes your idea with a complementary visual description and, if possible, a first draft
commentary, even though this may change later on.
Dramas (using actors), pop promos and television commercials use the more traditional form of a ‘script’
including dialogue, character action and location divided into scenes. This is where you describe on
paper exactly what your characters will say and the mood and atmosphere of the film. The rough guide
for scripts using actors is one A4 page per minute of your film in real time.
Storyboards are usually created for dramas, pop promos and commercials and can be useful to see how
certain scenes will look like and the way your shots will edit together. It helps you plan on paper how
your entire film will look and prepares you for your shooting days and the final edit. This type of
planning can save you valuable time later if you are renting your equipment or paying actors by the day.
Even if your drawing skills are not very good (stick people are fine!) having a storyboard can help visually
explain your idea to your Camera Operator, Sound Operator, Art Director and other keys members of
your crew.

Compliance
‘Compliance’ in the media world means making sure that your project complies with the law. In other
words making sure it does not break any of the rules and can therefore be shown to a wider audience.
Make sure you familiarise yourself with the guidelines below. You may make a great project but if it
does not follow standard broadcast guidelines you will not be able to have your film shown on television
networks or the internet.
Get permission
Make sure anyone taking part in your project has agreed to do so in writing before any recording takes
place. They need to sign a document called a release form.
If anyone involved is under 18 years old make sure you get written permission from a parent or guardian
before any recording takes place. A specific release form for this age group needs to be signed.
For anyone not in a position (through illness for example) to give permission, you must get permission
from the person who has primary responsibility of their care before any recording takes place.
Try and avoid surprising anyone for an interview, (for example door stepping). It is better to warn them
you are coming, unless you are sure that otherwise you will not get an honest response.
You need written permission to record anything on land, in buildings, in public places, in institutions, in
organisations, in agencies or any private property unless it is only in the background. This form is called
a location release form and needs to be signed by the owner or manager of the property or land.
Using a hidden camera is only acceptable if you are sure there is no other way of getting the information
you need.
Be sensitive when approaching anyone who is physically, mentally or emotionally suffering or in a state
of distress. You are asking them to trust you and sometimes share information that could be very
personal and upsetting for them. You are in a very responsible position as a filmmaker.
Where possible, make sure any material (whether visual or audio) is original to your project. If you must
use a photo, a film clip, an audio clip or pre-recorded music (for example), make sure you have written
permission. For example you cannot use commercial music without written permission from the record
company and songwriter, or images from an image library who may own the photos or clips of video
that you want to use. Your permission from them has to cover usage of the material for television, the
internet and include the region of the UK and even worldwide.
Keep it legal
Make sure there is no legal reason why you should not disclose someone’s identity. Check with their
legal representative, guardian and the person involved.
Do not show full descriptions or demonstrations of crimes. If you are doing a reconstruction of a real life
crime, make sure you leave a bit out or you might find someone copies you.
Do not pay convicted or confessed criminals for taking part in your project, but do feel free to interview
them with their consent and make sure they sign a release form.

Keep it safe
Try not to show people taking drugs, smoking, abusing solvents or misusing alcohol, but if you do (and
there needs to be a very good reason), never make it look cool. Sometimes it can be more dramatic to
show these activities and their effects using music and the reaction of others rather than the actual
activities of, for example, taking drugs.
It is important in your film that if you are showing violent behaviour or aggressive confrontations it must
never be glamorised and must be shown in context of its dire consequences for those involved, both
perpetrator and victim.
Keep it clean
Avoid bad language in your film whenever possible. The use of certain swear words can inhibit when and
if your film will be shown at all on many networks and sites on the internet. Rules covering use of bad
language are very strict.
Unless it is educational, you cannot show any sexual acts or nudity. If you do, make sure it is limited, not
very explicit nd you explain your reasons for showing it.
Keep the faith
Respect all cultures, religions, faiths and sexual orientations.
If you are promoting a particular belief make sure you state clearly that this is your objective in the film
right from the start.
Keep it fair
Factual projects must not mislead the audience and misrepresent facts, individuals or organisations. If
you do this you could be liable to be sued and your programme not being shown by broadcasters and
not distributed by many sites on the internet.
If you are dramatising a news programme or article, make sure it is clear that it is not real news, making
it obvious if it is fiction and stating either in the narrative or on the screen that it is a reconstruction.
Make sure that you report facts as they are, that you are politically impartial and that you are honest as
to how someone’s interview or company will be discussed in your film. If a person or organisation feels
they are being misrepresented by you they could sue you for damages.
Be balanced by making sure you get across all points of view.
Avoid brands
Do not distort your project to sell a brand or product.
Do not accept money to promote a brand or product within your project.

